
WiSACWIS Tables Included in the County Replicated Database

Table Name Description Optional?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS This table maintains all ADDRESS information pertaining to a PERSON, except Intake Report (Report and Referral). Address detail 

consists of home, business and any other address that is identified as required for WiSACWIS processing. Processes of CM01 
(Manage Person) build and maintain this information.

AGREEMENT The AGREEMENT table contains information about agreements between DHFS or the county agency, and adoptive/foster/birth 
parents regarding Case Participants' placement. Processes of SM10a create and maintain this information.

ALLEGATION This table maintains information pertaining to an accusation of a specific occurrence of abuse/neglect. An ALLEGATION is 
communicated through one CPS REPORT, but there can be multiple allegations in a CPS REPORT. An allegation is formed for each 
combination of alleged victim, alleged maltreater, and CAN code. Processes of SM01a (CPS Reports) and SM06a (Assessment) build 
and maintain the allegation information.

ALLEGATION_CD This table links allegation codes and descriptions to CAN Codes.

APPROVAL The APPROVAL table stores information about all Approvals in WiSACWIS. All related WiSACWIS processes build and maintain this Yes
data.

APPROVAL_HISTORY This table maintains history information for individual APPROVAL records. Yes

ASSESSMENT The ASSESSMENT table contains information about the assessment/study that is conducted by the worker for a specific case. Yes
Information such as case identification information, approval information, and dates. Processes of SM07 (Assessment) create and 
update assessment information.

ASSET The ASSET table maintains Case Participant-specific information to the assets that Case Participants have over a period of time. 
SM13a (Case Participant Information) processes build and maintain this table.

ASSIGN_CATEGORY The ASSIGN CATEGORY table defines categories, types, responsibilities, and roles for worker assignments.

ASSIGNMENT The ASSIGNMENT table maintains information pertaining to the ASSIGNMENT of a WORKER to a designated activity or a dimension 
of work for which a worker is held responsible. Category, type, role, and responsibility define the structure of worker assignment. 
ASSIGNMENTs can be associated with a CASE which may carry an associated weight, or they can be CASE, PROVIDER, or other 
work-related ASSIGNMENTs that do not carry any associated weight that feeds the measurement of workload capacity. Processes of
 CM02 (Maintain Worker Assignment) create and update this information.

BANK The BANK table is used to maintain account information for each county's banks where trust account money is kept. Processes of 
FM07 (Trust Account) maintain this information.

BCKGCHCK_RESULT This table maintains all BACKGROUND CHECK information pertaining to a PERSON.  Processes of CM01 (Manage Person) build and
 maintain this information.
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BED_RESERVATION The BED RESERVATION table stores all bed reservations initiated by a placement request for a specific provider organization.

BENEFIT The BENEFIT table keeps a history and shows the current status of each of the benefits a child is expected to receive. Processes 
within FM07 (Trust Account) maintain this information.

CAN_PART This table stores information pertaining to a PERSON and CASE specified when creating a CASE NOTE.  Processes of CM06 (Notes)
 build and maintain this information.

CAN_TEXT This table stores information pertaining to a CASE NOTE including type and timestamps.  This table does contain CASE NOTE text.  Yes
Processes of CM06 (Notes) build and maintain this information.

CAN_TEXT_EVENT This table stores identifying information pertaining to a CASE NOTE including category, type, timestamps, work units associated, and
 billable designation.  This table does not contain CASE NOTE text.  Processes of CM06 (Notes) build and maintain this information.

CASE A CASE is the focus of every human services business activity. A case is created as a result of intake work and can be one of 
three types: individual (which includes TPR and Adoption cases), family, and DHFS provider or other provider. The CASE table 
contains case relations, address and approval information. Processes of SM04 (Maintain Case) and SM05 (Close Case) create and 

CASE_CLOSURE The CASE CLOSURE table stores authorization information and reasons associated with closing a case. A case can be closed and 
reopened. Processes of SM04 (Manage Case) and SM05 (Close Case) build and maintain this information.

CASE_EVAL The CASE_EVAL table maintains detailed information pertaining to the Case Evaluation Plan for a Case.  The Case Evaluation Plan is
 completed every six months after the initial creation of the treatment plans and the progress being made by case participants is 
stored in this table.

CASE_OTHR_CNTCT The CASE OTHR CNTCT table maintains personal information about people who can be helpful for a worker in handling a case. These 
people do not have to be PERSONs in WiSACWIS. Data is created and maintained by SM04 (Maintain Case).

CASE_PART This table maintains information pertaining to the PERSONs involved in a CASE, or a collateral person about whom DHFS or a county
 agency needs to keep information for assessment or other purposes. A CASE PART may be any person who has a high degree of 
relevance to the family in question. A PERSON may be a case participant, eligible for payments, in only one open case at a time, 
though he/she may participate in a second or third case as a non-client (a neighbor, attorney, teacher, aunt, etc.). A  client is any 
person for whom the agency is required to provide either voluntary or mandated services for such as a court study, services or 
Interstate Compact home study or supervision. A CASE PART is assisted by one or more workers at any given time. SM04a 
(Maintain Case) processes build and maintain this table.

CASE_PART_STAT The CASE PART STAT table maintains information about changes in Case Participant status. New records in this table are created 
each time statuses change by processes in SM04a (Maintain Case).

CASE_PLAN The CASE PLAN table maintains common information for Treatment Plans which are family focused.

CASE_PLAN_ITEM The CASE PLAN ITEM table maintains information about each activity or service to be delivered to a case participant (adults and 
children) specified in the Treatment Plan row. Processes in SM08 (Document Plans) build and maintain this data.
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CASE_PLAN_ITEM_DETAIL The CASE PLAN ITEM DETAIL  table maintains information about each goal set for a child specified in one Treatment Plan Item row. 

Processes in SM08 (Document Plans) build and maintain this data.

CATEGORY_TYPE This table contains categories and types for manual events, ticklers, and checklists.

CHECKS The CHECKS table maintains detailed information about all checks (physical and electronic) issued including the check number, check
 date, disposition, payee, and voucher number.  Processes of FM02 (Issue/Reconcile Checks) maintain and update this information.

CODE_DESC The CODE DESC table is used to house the description fields for most of the reference data used in WiSACWIS.

CODE_DESC_FNCL This table houses the description fields for all reference codes for the financial data elements.

CODE_DESC_LRG This table houses the descriptions for all SMALLINT values with large descriptions (i.e. Court addresses).

CODE_DESC_STATIC This table holds the hard coded static values used by WiSACWIS.

CODE_GRP_DESC This table houses the table groupings contained in CODE DESC, CODE DESC LRG and CODE DESC STATIC.

COUNTY_CASE_CROSS_REF This table contains each counties Case ID, and cross references that ID to a single WiSACWIS Case ID.  Each County may have a 
different ID reference to a WiSACWIS Case ID.

COUNTY_PERSON_CROSS_REF This table contains each counties Person ID, and cross references that ID to a single WiSACWIS Person ID.  Each County may 
have a different ID reference to a WiSACWIS Person ID.

COUNTY_PROVIDER_CROSS_REF This table contains each counties Provider ID, and cross references that ID to a single WiSACWIS Provider ID.  Each County may 
have a different ID reference to a WiSACWIS Provider ID.

COURT_DISP This table maintains information pertaining to a CASE PART's COURT DISP. It is maintained for the CASEs that require court 
monitoring and control (one time or periodic hearings, etc.). Processes of SM09 (Manage Legal Actions) build and maintain this data.

CPS_REPORT The CPS REPORT table maintains basic information pertaining to a request for service from Child Protective Services. A CPS 
REPORT is the record of a reporter who contacts DHFS, the county child welfare division, or the county central intake unit to report 
allegations of abuse/neglect/at risk. Primary groups of information such as address, reporter information, approval information, RTM 
and corresponding risk levels are created and maintained by the processes of SM01 (CPS Reports).

DOC_NARRATIVE This table stores PS report narratives.  Information from the Intake, Initial Assessment and Document Plans Modules are stored in Yes
this table.

EDUCATION The EDUCATION table maintains information pertaining to a CASE PART's educational background and special needs such as special
 education eligibility, dates associated with IEP (Individualized Education Program) and diploma/certificate information. Processes in 
SM07a (Education) build and maintain this data.
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EMPLOYMENT The EMPLOYMENT table maintains Case Participant specific employment information with a specific employer for a period of time. 

Processes of SM13b (Assets and Employment) build and maintain this information.

EPISODE The EPISODE table maintains information pertaining to the occurrence of the delivery of one or more out-of-home SERVICEs 
involving one PROVIDER and one or more CASE PARTICIPANTs. Placement out of home and removal from home are other types 
of Episodes stored in this table. Processes of SM10a (Out of Home Placement) build and maintain this information.

FAMILY_ASSESSMENT The Family Assessment is completed for a case, at the conclusion of the Initial Assessment process.  It is an instrument used to aid 
the worker in their analysis of issues surrounding the family.  The FAMILY_ASSESSMENT table maintains general information about a
 family assessment including date of the assessment and family service level codes indicating the intensity of worker-effort required
 in the management of the case.

FAMILY_ASSESSMENT_DOMAINS The Family Assessment draws attention to various aspects of the family’s functioning through five Domains, or broad subject areas, 
and concludes with an Analysis of the families understanding of, and approach to, their situation.  The 
FAMILY_ASSESSMENT_DOMAINS table maintains assessment details for each of these domains.

HOME_INQUIRY This table houses the inquiry information for families looking to be home providers.

IA_NARRATIVE The IA_NARRATIVE table maintains an explanation, collected during the initial assessment, of the maltreatment and the 
circumstances surrounding the maltreatment.  In addition, this table contains a description of how the child(ren) and family is 
responding to the maltreatment.

IA_PRIMARY This table holds the information associated with Initial Assessments completed for the Initial Assessment - Primary Caregiver Module 
and Modified Initial Assessment - Primary Caregivers module.

IA_SCNDRY This table holds the information associated with Assessments completed on the Initial Assessment - Secondary Caregivers module.

INTAKE_PART The INTAKE PART table maintains information pertaining to the PERSONs involved in a CPS REPORT, VOLUNTARY SERVICE 
REFERRAL, or a HOME INQUIRY. An INTAKE PART may be a witness, a neighbor, a family member, a reporter, a victim, a 
maltreater or, for a referral, a subject source, family member, etc.  One PERSON can have multiple ROLEs. INTAKE PART records 
are created from a report/referral id, person id and work type. Records are built and maintained by the SM01a (CPS Reports), SM01b 
(Services Intake), and PM07 (Home Inquiry) processes.

INVESTIGATION The INVESTIGATION table contains information related to the initial assessment of reports of abuse/neglect/at risk situations such as
 assessed/investigated case identification information as well as administrative information regarding the assessment. Processes of 
SM06a (Initial Assessment) create and maintain this information.

INVESTIGATION_CNTC INVESTIGATION CNTC table maintains information about people important for an Initial Assessment. These people are not PERSONs
 in WiSACWIS. Information such as contact name, affiliation/relationship, contacted dates are created and maintained by processes 
in SM06a (Initial Assessment).

JOB_CLASS This table houses the job classes used by WiSACWIS for county and DHFS workers.
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KIDS_TRANS The KIDS_TRANS table is used by WiSACWIS to the KIDS Daily interface.  Processes of FM07 (Trust Account) maintain this Yes

information.

LEA_HISTORY The LEA HISTORY table maintains history of education agencies responsible for the case participant. Processes of SM07 (Education)
 build and maintain this information.

LEGAL_ACTION The LEGAL ACTION table maintains detailed information about legal actions brought by DHFS on behalf of case participants and the 
court where the petition is being heard. Processes for SM09 (Court) build and maintain this data.

LEGAL_DOC The LEGAL DOC table maintains information about legal documentation related to bringing legal actions required for case participants. Yes
The data is created and maintained in SM09 (Court).

LICENSE This table maintains information pertaining to the authorizations from DHFS or the county agency regarding a PROVIDER ORG's 
ability to operate a specific business (Foster home, group home). Data maintained in this table includes: provider id, license 
description and authorization, status, type and various indicators such as home study completed, background check completed, etc. 
Records are created by PM04a (Licensing).

LICENSE_ACTION This table supports post license approval actions documented for a license. Example: Suspend, Place on hold, or revoke.

LINK_PART This table houses Participant information for Assessment Participant, Legal Doc Participant and Placement Request Participant.

LOCATION The LOCATION table provides address information for all Regional offices, sub-offices, facilities and all divisions of these offices as
 well as similar information about county child welfare offices.

MEDICAID_CERT The MEDICAID_CERT table records Medicaid Certifications for specified case participants. Processes within FM03 (Eligibility) Yes
maintain this information.

MEDICAID_ELIGIBILITY The MEDICAID_ELIGIBILITY table is used to document Medicaid Eligibility records for a specific child. Processes within FM03 
(Eligibility) maintain this information.

MEDICAL_PROFILE The Case Participant MEDICAL PROFILE table maintains information about basic problems, allergies and medical conditions of case 
participant. Data in this table is maintained by DHFS or county workers.

MENTAL_HEALTH_PROFILE The Case Participant MENTAL HEALTH PROFILE table maintains information about basic MH problems, medications and MH 
conditions of case participants.

NEEDS_AND_STRENGTHS This table will be used by the new ongoing model functionality.

PAN_TEXT_EVENT This table stores identifying information pertaining to a PROVIDER NOTE including category, type, timestamps, work units 
associated, and billable designation.  This table does not contain PROVIDER NOTE text.  Processes of CM06 (Notes) build and 

PARENT_AGENCY Contains a history of parent agencies associated with a child agency. Yes
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PAY_CLAIM_HISTORY The PAY_CLAIM_HISTORY table maintains information regarding medical treatment given to a case participant.  This includes 

diagnoses, procedures, provider types, and service types.

PAYMENT The PAYMENT table stores detailed information about payments made to providers including but not limited to service begin date, 
service end date, payment amount, provider, child, case, and payee. Processes of FM01 (Process Payments) maintain and update 
this information.

PAYMENT_ADJUST The PAYMENT_ADJUST table stores detailed information about adjustments made against provider overpayments. Processes of 
FM01 (Process Payments) maintain and update this information.

PAYMENT_ELIG_DAYS The PAYMENT_ELIG_DAYS table stores the number of days each payment was earmarked within an eligibility status. Processes of 
FM04a (Reimbursement) maintain and update this information.

PAYMENT_REIMBURSEMENT The PAYMENT_REIMBURSEMENT table contains a history of system calculated reimbursement claim amounts. Processes of FM04a
 (Reimbursement) maintain and update this information.

PERSON This PERSON table maintains information that identifies an individual known to DHFS or the county child welfare division such as 
name, date of birth, social security number, race, sex, etc. A PERSON can be a WORKER, REPORT PART, REFERRAL PART, 
CASE PART or PROVIDER PART. Primary search processing is centered around this data. Processes of CM01 (Manage Person) 
build and maintain this information.

PERSON_AKA This table maintains a PERSON's record of associated names (also known as... names); specifically, to satisfy search criteria when 
attempting to locate a PERSON and they are known to have used aliases. Also, this table will support name changes in reference to 
instances where a person would legally change their name, i.e. marriage, divorce, etc. Processes of CM01 (Manage Person) build and 
maintain this information.

PERSON_MERGE This table houses the requests for people to be merged together. Yes

PLACEMENT_REQUEST The PLACEMENT REQUEST table maintains information associated with the request for child's  out of home placement.  Processes 
of SM10a (Out of Home Placement) build and maintain this information.

PRMNCY_PLAN This table  holds the information associated with the Permanency Plan such as a child's current goal and future goal for permanency. 
 In addition information pertaining to federal ASFA requirements, reasons why TPR is not appropriate at the current time, placement 
safety information and Independent Living information is stored in this table.

PRMNCY_PLAN_IL_DETAIL The PRMNCY_PLAN_IL_DETAIL table maintains the details of the independent living arrangement portion of the plan, if applicable.

PROV_REPMNT_MTHD The PROV_REPMNT_MTHD table maintains details about the provider repayment method at the Provider/County level. This means 
that each county can maintain a repayment method for each provider. Workers can also indicate that the repayment method for a 
Provider/County will be handled at the individual payment level.

PROVIDER_ORG This table maintains information pertaining to a PROVIDER ORG, facility or vendor. Data includes name and address information, 
placement preferences and home condition description. Records in PROVIDER ORG table are created in PM02a/b (Maintain 
Home/Private Provider) and updated in PM04a (Licensing Home Provider).
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PROVIDER_PART This table maintains information detail about the PERSONs associated with a provider (other than children in placement) about whom 

DHFS is required to collect and maintain information. Provider participants are associated only with Adoptive and Foster Homes. The 
PROVIDER PART record is created in PM04a (Licensing Home Provider) and updated in PM02a (Maintain Home Provider).

PROVIDER_PART_STAT Documented changes in status of Provider Participants. Example: Active & Inactive.

PROVIDER_SERVICE This table maintains information associated with SERVICEs and their association to a PROVIDER ORG, such as a foster home or 
group home or facility, including cumulative counts of resources such as bed counts by service and provider as needed. Information 
maintained in Provider Service will also support worker services such as sexual abuse counseling and adolescent counseling provided 
by authorized workers. Records are created and updated by the following topics: PM02a/b (Maintain Home/Private Provider), PMO6 
(Reservation), SM10a (Out of Home Placement), and PM04a (Licensing Home Provider).

PRVD_SRVC_LCNS This table stores PRVD SRVC LCNS information. This is a unique combination of the Provider and their licenses and the services 
offered by their license(s).  Processes of SM04a (Licensing Home Providers) build and maintain this information.

PRVD_SRVC_RATE The PRVD SRVC RATE table maintains history information for daily and monthly rates of all the services available from a certain 
provider organization.  Processes of PM01 (Maintain Services) build and maintain this information.

RATE_SETTING The Rate_Setting table stores information related to foster care rate setting according to the guidelines on the CFS-834 Foster Care Yes
Uniform Rate Setting text template.

REFERRAL Request for external provider services for a person (Case Participant). The need for a REFERRAL is triggered by an action on the 
part of an external agent such as a Court that issues an Order of Temporary Custody, or by a Worker who determines that a CASE 
PARTICIPANT needs a particular SERVICE other than Child Protective Services ( unit, Community Provider, other resource). Every 
REFERRAL is created by a WORKER and recorded as an event.  REFERRAL table contains identification information regarding 
Voluntary Services Referrals such as source, address information, approval information. SM01b (Services Intake) and SM03 
(Information and Referral) build and maintain referral records.

REPL_DELETE The REPL_DELETE table is used to record row deletes within the master WiSACWIS database.

REPL_LOG The REPL_LOG table is used to log the start and stop times for each county’s replication.

RISK_ASSESSMENT This table documents risks associated with a child being maintained in their biological home.

SAFETY_ASSESSMENT This table contains information associated with the safety assessment window pertaining to a child's safety.

SAFETY_PLAN This table holds the information associated with the Safety Analysis and Plan such as current safety factors and family conditions 
and safety services that are being provided.

SAFETY_PLAN_ITEM_DETAIL This table holds the information associated with the Safety Analysis and Plan details. Each Safety Analysis and Plan can have one or
 more Details pertaining to what service is going to be provided to a participant, what the frequency of the service is and who will 
provide the service.
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SAFETY_PLAN_OH This table holds the information associated with the Out of Home Safety Plan such as jurisdiction, placement and placement safety 

issues.

SCHOOL The SCHOOL table contains address and contact information on all schools known to DHFS or the county agency. Information is 
created and maintained by processes of SM07a (Education).

SERVICE_RATE This table houses the rate(s) information associated with Service Types.  This information is created and maintained in PM01 (Maintain
 Services).

SERVICE_TYPE SERVICE TYPE table maintains information associated with any defined category of provider service offered by DHFS or the 
county organization including training requirements, standard rate (across all provider organizations) and license requirements etc., 
associated with providers. Processes of PM01 (Maintain Services) and WiSACWIS table maintenance build and maintain this data.

SPECIAL_NEEDS The SPECIAL NEEDS table maintains information about adoption related special needs of a child. Processes of SM15 (Special Needs)
 build and maintain this information.

STREET_TALK This table holds the cross reference between the network logon and the WiSACWIS Worker ID. Yes

TICKLER Ticklers are an electronic notification to WiSACWIS workers of tasks to be completed by a certain time. The TICKLER table maintains Yes
 information about all ticklers and alerts in WiSACWIS. CM04 (Ticklers) creates tickler information.

TRUST_ACCOUNT The TRUST_ACCOUNT table maintains a total of the child's savings balance and personal needs balance. Processes within FM07 
(Trust Account) maintain this information.

TRUST_ACCOUNT_INTEREST The TRUST_ACCOUNT_INTEREST table is used by the Trust Account Manager to post accrued interest to the trust accounts for 
each child. Processes within FM07 (Trust Account) maintain this information.

TRUST_ACCOUNT_LEDGER The TRUST_ACCOUNT_LEDGER table is used by the Trust Account Manager to maintain a complete history of all debit and credit 
transactions for a particular trust account.  Processes within FM07 (Trust Account) maintain this information.

UNMET_NEEDS The UNMET NEEDS table stores information about services needed for case processing but currently unavailable at DHFS. It 
documents the nature of need and cause of unavailability. Processes of SM15  (Special  Needs) creates this data.

WORKER The WORKER table maintains information pertaining to an individual (PERSON) who is employed by a county or DHFS and is in a job
 class that provides services and/or a job class that receives WiSACWIS-defined work assignments. The information is created in 
CM18 (Manage Worker).
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